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Interreg Baltic Sea Region 2021 - 2027
Programme in the nutshell
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Interreg Baltic Sea Region is a source of EU 
funding for those with smart ideas 

of how to shape the region. 
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Our focus

Supporting 
transition

Towards greener and 
more resilient societies 
and economies

Supporting public 
authorities 

Creating practical 
solutions

To challenges in the 
Baltic Sea region

In meeting needs of 
communities and 
companies etc. 
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We put into practice innovative, 
water-smart and climate-neutral solutions 

through transnational cooperation 
for the benefit of citizens across 

the Baltic Sea region.
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Programme area.

● EU Member States
● Non-EU States

ü Denmark

ü Estonia

ü Finland

ü Germany

ü Latvia

ü Lithuania

ü Poland

ü Sweden

ü Norway

*on the condition that financing agreements 
with the EU are signed
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Programme budget.

ERDF 
co-financing

€250.9
Norwegian
co-financing

€5
millionmillion
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Programme funding

* Funding for organisations from Russia tbc.

80%
for EU

50%
for Norwegian
organisations
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Interreg Baltic Sea Region 2021 - 2027
Project types
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Main project types

Easier access 
through 

small projects

Practical 
solutions through 

core projects

Synergies 
through 

platforms
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Interreg Baltic Sea Region 2021 - 2027
Topics for cooperation 
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Innovative societies

Water-
smart 

societies

Climate-
neutral 

societies

Cooperation 

governance

Thematic framework.
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Innovative 
societies

PRIORITY 1
Programme objective: 1.1 
Resilient economies and 
communities

Programme objective: 1.2 
Responsive public 
services

Water-smart 
societies

PRIORITY 2
Programme objective: 2.1 
Sustainable waters

Programme objective: 2.2 
Blue economy

Climate-neutral 
societies

PRIORITY 3
Programme objective: 3.1 
Circular economy

Programme objective: 3.2 
Energy transition

Programme objective: 3.3 
Smart green mobility

Cooperation 
governance

PRIORITY 4
Programme objective: 4.1 
Project platforms

Programme objective: 4.2 
Macro-regional 
governance

Thematic framework.

Note: The Programme priorities and objectives are subject to approval by the European Commission 
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Interreg Baltic Sea Region 2021 - 2027
Innovation societies in the spotlight
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Innovative societies
Programme objective 1.1 Resilient economies and communities

Programme objective 1.2 Responsive public services

© Adobe Stock/Thaut Images
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1.1 
Resilient economies 
and communities 
Building sustainable, fair, innovative and 
resilient economies and communities across 
the Baltic Sea region.

© Adobe Stock/photobyphotoboy
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Why we address resilience

o Dependency of the Baltic Sea region on global developments

o New socio-economic situation due to pandemic

o Need for tools supporting adaptation to unforeseen developments

o Need to increase engagement of civil society
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Types of actions

○ Adjust production in the region to demand 

○ Assist business in recovery

○ Mobilise creativity to increase societal resilience

○ Develop coordination mechanisms
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1.2 
Responsive public services
Experimenting with new ways of delivering 
public services using innovative, data-driven 
and participatory methods to improve the lives 
of citizens.

© Adobe Stock/Dmytro
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Why we address public services

o Need to improve public services despite budgetary constraints

o High innovation barriers of service providers

o Keeping up with the rapid development of new technologies

o Need for tools engaging citizens in transformation of services
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Types of actions

○ Test unconventional approaches to services

○ Develop common standards

○ Engage citizens in transformation

○ Create business opportunities
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Innovative 
societies

PRIORITY 1
Programme objective: 1.1 
Resilient economies and 
communities

Programme objective: 1.2 
Responsive public services

Water-smart 
societies

PRIORITY 2
Programme objective: 2.1 
Sustainable waters

Programme objective: 2.2 
Blue economy

Climate-neutral 
societies

PRIORITY 3
Programme objective: 3.1 
Circular economy

Programme objective: 3.2 
Energy transition

Programme objective: 3.3 
Smart green mobility

Even more innovation…
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Interreg Baltic Sea Region 2021 - 2027
Calls for application
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Timeline

Small projects Core projects
Launching of the call 8 February 2022

Submission of project idea forms 9 March 2022 15 March 2022

Consultations 
Request for access to BAMOS+ 16 March 2022 12 April 2022

Closure of the call 30 March 2022 26 April 2022

Selection of the applications by the 
Monitoring Committee June 2022 September 2022 

Note: The call timeline depends on the Programme approval by the European Commission 
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Interreg Baltic Sea Region 2021 - 2027
Our support



| 31Gateway for applicants
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Programme Manual
interreg-baltic.eu/gateway/programme-manual
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Matchmaking platform
matchmaking.interreg-baltic.eu
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Stay tuned
Interreg-baltic.eu/subscribe-newsletter
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interreg-baltic.eu
matchmaking.interreg-baltic.eu

facebook.com/InterregBSR

twitter.com/InterregBSR

linkedin.com/in/interregbsr

instagram.com/interreg.bsr

youtube.com/user/BSRprogramme

The Programme is managed by Investitionsbank
Schleswig-Holstein (IB.SH) in Kiel, Germany.

Investitionsbank Schleswig-Holstein
Interreg Baltic Sea Region  
Managing Authority/Joint Secretariat
Grubenstraße 20, 18055 Rostock, Germany
tel: +49 381 454 84 5281
e-mail: info@interreg-baltic.eu
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This presentation has been developed exclusively for the purposes of the EU funding Programme
Interreg Baltic Sea Region managed by Investitionsbank Schleswig-Holstein (IB.SH). 

You are allowed to use the texts, diagrams and flow charts for developing, managing and 
promoting Interreg Baltic Sea Region and its projects.  

Please note that the images and photographs contained in this presentation are copyrighted and 
subject to the rights of third parties as mentioned in the respective reference below the image. 
If you plan to use these images/photographs you have the sole responsibility for obtaining 
appropriate licenses from the respective right holder. 

Terms of use
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Please note that the Interreg Baltic Sea Region Programme Document is subject to adoption by the 
European Commission. During this process the Programme content might be revised. Timeline of 
the calls is dependent on the duration of the adoption process. 

All documents related to this call for applications are also subject to approval by the Monitoring 
Committee of the Programme. The Monitoring Committee will be constituted after adoption of 
the Programme by the European Commission. The Monitoring Committee might potentially 
change conditions of the call. 

When submitting the applications, the applicants shall accept the above risks. The programme and 
the participating Member States cannot be held responsible or liable in any way for any claims, 
damages, losses, expenses, or costs.

Disclaimer


